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CALL TO ACTION 
It’s been a year since we made the first call of our three pronged short call and we remain 

bearish on Macau stocks. Yes, the sell side has caught up and most analysts are bearish. While 

the stocks have fallen a lot, they have only reached July 2013 levels. We’ve made the bear case 

in many ways over the past year but the purpose of this note is to show that there is downside 

precedent. In July of 2013, 2015 Street EBITDA estimates were much higher than they are now 

and the short, intermediate, and long term growth forecast was much greater. 

 

THE GOOD OL’ DAYS 
Lebron James had just led the Miami Heat (I don’t watch the NBA either) to the NBA 

Championship and Macau stocks were still 8 months and 65-115% away from their March 2014 

peaks. It was a glorious time: the Macau outlook was bright despite some cracks in VIP – Mass 

revenues were growing at a 40% clip and analysts (not us) were projecting that growth rate for 

the rest of 2014.  The Macau stocks were on a 9 month flight, halfway to the high altitudes of 

March 2014.   

 

Where, specifically, were those stocks? Answer: right where they are now. What’s the point? 

Answer: estimates were higher then, the near, intermediate and long-term brighter, and the 

risks lower. Yes, there is more downside risk to Macau stocks here in March 2015.   

 

STREET ESTIMATES WERE MUCH HIGHER AND 

GOING HIGHER 
The chart below shows EV/EBITDA estimates for 3 major Macau players listed in the U.S. As can 

be seen, 2015 company EBITDA estimates are 13% lower for WYNN and 17% lower for MPEL, yet 

the stocks were roughly at the same prices then and now. MPEL is more of a Macau pure play 

so the estimate reductions are obviously more pronounced. But July 2013 wasn’t the peak of 

euphoria. In March 2014, 2015 EBITDA estimates peaked – we’re now a whopping 37%, 25%, 

and 23% below peak estimates for MPEL, LVS, and WYNN, respectively. 

 

Now July 2013 may not be the perfect comparison – who knows if stocks were perfectly priced 

at that time. Our point is that buying Macau stocks because they are down 40-55% in a year is 

not good rationale. On a comparative level, the outlook is worse than it ever has been and the 

risks are greater. Yes, the stocks are down a lot but only to summer 2013 levels.    
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MIXED MULTIPLES 
On the other hand, 2 of the 3 operators shown are trading at lower forward Street multiples than 

back in 2013 (looking at 2014 for the July 2013 observation point and 2016 currently). One could 

argue that the multiples back then were overstated since buy side expectations were likely 

higher as estimates kept rising. A side note:  these estimates are Street estimates – our 

estimates differ especially with WYNN where we think the Street consistently understates 

the multiple. However, they are apples to apples so ignore the relative valuation (WYNN was 

not cheaper than LVS). 

 

MPEL is the stock that one could argue actually reflects the reduced expectations both on a 

comparative and absolute basis. MPEL’s forward multiple (2014) probably anticipated an early 

2015 opening without the associated EBITDA in the denominator. WYNN actually trades at a 

premium to its forward multiple as measured in July 2013.  One could argue the higher valuation 

reflects only a 6-9 month contribution from Wynn Palace. However, there had to be some Wynn 

Palace value implicit in WYNN’s stock in July of 2013 even though there was obviously no 

EBITDA contribution in the 2014 EBITDA projection. Although not shown, MGM also trades at a 

premium to its forward 1yr multiple as observed in July 2013. 
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CONCLUSION 
The above analysis is certainly not the be-all, end-all justification for our bearish view on Macau.  

However, it is instructive when countering the argument that these stocks are on their backs. 
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